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DETAILS

Model Name HF-400 2S

Model Title Two-Speed Mini Excavator Cone Wood Splitter

Category Cone Splitters

Type Cone

Brand U.S. Pride Products

Description Are you in need of an excavator wood splitter specifically designed for mini to midi-size
excavators? Look no further than the HF-400 from U.S. Pride Products! This durable
two-speed cone splitter effortlessly handles 12 ft logs all day long, making it ideal for
high-volume firewood processors, mulch producers, and small land-clearing
contractors. Setting up is a breeze with quick-connect hydraulic attachments and a pin-
on excavator bracket*. The HF-400's versatility makes it perfect for those seeking to
expand their equipment options and increase their operational efficiency. Additionally,
this mini excavator wood splitter can be used with attachments such as a post-hole
auger, trommel screen, and stump planer for even more functionality. With these
additional attachments, the HF-400 becomes an indispensable tool for a wide range of
applications. Choose the HF-400 for reliable and efficient performance in various job
conditions. *Comes with a standard pin grabber bracket—additional brackets available
for all makes and models of excavators. Custom attachments may incur an extra
manufacturing charge, ensuring every need is met with precision.

PROCESSED MATERIALS

Wood
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RECOMMENDED USE

Best For Splitting logs up to 12 ft in length

Good For Splitting hard wood and stumps

Not Built For Splitting extra large logs

Best Loader Excavator

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Cone Size 30" x 16"

Attachment Weight 750 lbs

Carrier Weight 3-10 ton

Max Split Size 12'

Torque 9,500 ft-lbs
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OTHER SPECIFICATIONS

Shaft Diameter 3.56"

Oil Flow Rate 15-50 GPM

Oil Working Pressure 2,400 – 3,400 PSI

FEATURES

Saving you time with high-volume
firewood processing
Quick-connect hydraulic
attachments and a pin-on excavator
bracket ensure easy setup,
reducing downtime and increasing
productivity
Perfect for mid-size excavators
Versatile usage with attachments
like post-hole augers and stump
planers expands functionality,
saving you money by reducing the
need for additional equipment
Durable construction ensures
reliable performance in various job
conditions, minimizing maintenance
costs and enhancing operational
efficiency
16" wide X 30" long cone
Split logs up to 12'
Low noise
Now with improved two-speed
functionality!
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ADD-ONS DESCRIPTION

Post Hole Auger Swap out your cone splitter for the post hole auger attachment & easily dig holes in the
ground. Perfect for those installing fences, placing signposts, or planting trees. A full
range of post hole auger sizes are available depending on your needs.

Trommel Screen This trommel attachment is perfect for screening topsoil & mulch. Simply replace your
cone with this attachment and get screening!

Stump planer Stump planer attachment for grinding tree stumps

FAQ

Can the cone be sold separately? Replacement cones are only available to customers who have bought their cone splitter
through Machinery Partner.
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